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The Escape Artist: The Man Who Broke Out of Auschwitz to Warn the World by Jonathan Freedland 

Harper (October 18, 2022) 400 pages. 

In April 1944, Rudolf Vrba became the first Jew to break out of Auschwitz—one of only four who ever 
pulled off that near-impossible feat. He did it to reveal the truth of the death camp to the world—and to 
warn the last Jews of Europe what fate awaited them at the end of the railway line. Against all odds, he 
and his fellow escapee, Fred Wetzler, climbed mountains, crossed rivers and narrowly missed German 
bullets until they had smuggled out the first full account of Auschwitz the world had ever seen—a 
forensically detailed report that would eventually reach Franklin Roosevelt, Winston Churchill and the 
Pope. And yet too few heeded the warning that Vrba—then just nineteen years old—had risked 
everything to deliver. Some could not believe it. Others thought it easier to keep quiet. Vrba helped save 
200,000 Jewish lives—but he never stopped believing it could have been so many more. This is the story 
of a brilliant yet troubled man—a gifted “escape artist” who even as a teenager understand that the 
difference between truth and lies can be the difference between life and death, a man who deserves to 
take his place alongside Anne Frank, Oskar Schindler and Primo Levi as one of the handful of individuals 
whose stories define our understanding of the Holocaust. 
 
Station Eternity by Mur Lafferty (The Midsolar Murders, Book 1) 
Ace (October 4, 2022) 464 pages. 
From idyllic small towns to claustrophobic urban landscapes, Mallory Viridian is constantly embroiled in 
murder cases that only she has the insight to solve. But outside of a classic mystery novel, being 
surrounded by death doesn’t make you a charming amateur detective, it makes you a suspect and a 
social pariah. So when Mallory gets the opportunity to take refuge on a sentient space station, she 
thinks she has the solution. Surely the murders will stop if her only company is alien beings. At first her 
new existence is peacefully quiet…and markedly devoid of homicide. But when the station agrees to 
allow additional human guests, Mallory knows the break from her peculiar reality is over. After the first 
Earth shuttle arrives, and aliens and humans alike begin to die, the station is thrown into peril. Stuck 
smack-dab in the middle of an extraterrestrial whodunit, and wondering how in the world this keeps 
happening to her anyway, Mallory has to solve the crime—and fast—or the list of victims could grow to 
include everyone on board…. 
 
Beyond the Wand: The Magic and Mayhem of Growing Up a Wizard by Tom Felton 
Grand Central Publishing (October 18, 2022) 304 pages. 
Tom Felton’s adolescence was anything but ordinary. His early rise to fame in beloved films like The 
Borrowers catapulted him into the limelight, but nothing could prepare him for what was to come after 
he landed the iconic role of the Draco Malfoy, the bleached blonde villain of the Harry Potter movies. 
For the next ten years, he was at the center of a huge pop culture phenomenon and yet, in between 
filming, he would go back to being a normal teenager trying to fit into a normal school. Speaking with 
great candor and his signature humor, Tom shares his experience growing up as part of the wizarding 
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world while also trying to navigate the muggle world. He tells stories from his early days in the business 
like his first acting gig where he was mistaken for fellow blonde child actor Macaulay Culkin and his 
Harry Potter audition where, in a very Draco-like move, he fudged how well he knew the books the 
series was based on (not at all). He reflects on his experiences working with cinematic greats such as 
Alan Rickman, Sir Michael Gambon, Dame Maggie Smith, and Ralph Fiennes (including that awkward 
Voldemort hug). And, perhaps most poignantly, he discusses the lasting relationships he made over that 
decade of filming, including with Emma Watson, who started out as a pesky nine-year-old whom he 
mocked for not knowing what a boom mic was but who soon grew into one of his dearest friends. Then, 
of course, there are the highs and lows of fame and navigating life after such a momentous and life-
changing experience. Tom Felton’s Beyond the Wand is an entertaining, funny, and poignant must-read 
for any Harry Potter fan. Prepare to meet a real-life wizard.  
 
Madly, Deeply: The Diaries of Alan Rickman by Alan Rickman 
Henry Holt and Co. (October 18, 2022) 480 pages. 
From his breakout role in Die Hard to his outstanding, multifaceted performances in the Harry Potter 
films, Galaxy Quest, Robin Hood: Prince of Thieves, and more, Alan Rickman cemented his legacy as a 
world-class actor. His air of dignity, his sonorous voice, and the knowing wit he brought to each role 
continue to captivate audiences today. But Rickman’s ability to breathe life into projects wasn't confined 
to just his performances. As you'll find, Rickman's diaries detail the extraordinary and the ordinary, 
flitting between worldly and witty and gossipy, while remaining utterly candid throughout. He takes us 
inside his home, on trips with friends across the globe, and on the sets of films and plays ranging from 
Sense and Sensibility, to Noël Coward's Private Lives, to the final film he directed, A Little Chaos. Running 
from 1993 to his death in 2016, the diaries provide singular insight into Rickman's public and private life. 
Reading them is like listening to Rickman chatting to a close companion. Meet Rickman the consummate 
professional actor, but also the friend, the traveler, the fan, the director, the enthusiast; in short, the 
man beyond the icon. Madly, Deeply features a photo insert, a foreword by Emma Thompson, and an 
afterword by Rima Horton. 
 
1989 by Val McDermid (Allie Burns, Book 2) 
Atlantic Monthly Press (October 11, 2022) 416 pages. 
In the new installment to her historical crime series that began with 1979, internationally bestselling 
author Val McDermid delivers a propulsive new thriller that finds journalist Allie Burns has become an 
editor, and as the Cold War and AIDS crisis deliver a nonstop tide of news, most of it bad, a story falls 
into her lap. And then there’s a murder. It’s 1989 and Allie Burns is back. Older and maybe wiser, she’s 
running the northern news operation of the Sunday Globe, chafing at losing her role in investigative 
journalism and at the descent into the gutter of the UK tabloid media. But there’s plenty to keep her 
occupied. The year begins with the memorial service for the victims of the bombing of Pan Am Flight 103 
over Lockerbie, Scotland, but Allie has barely filed her copy when she stumbles over a story about 
HIV/AIDS that will shock her into a major change of direction. The world of newspapers is undergoing a 
revolution, there’s skullduggery in the medical research labs and there are seismic rumblings behind the 
Iron Curtain. When murder is added to this potent mix, Allie is forced to question all her old certainties.  
 
No Strangers Here by Carlene O'Connor (County Kerry, Book 1) 
Kensington (October 25, 2022) 336 pages. 
In a tightknit Irish town, the body of Johnny O’Reilly, the town’s richest man, is found staged on a local 
beach. The only clues are black stones spelling out “Last Dance,” a tarot card, a syringe containing 
veterinary euthanasia medication, and small footprints leading away from the scene. Recently 
transferred DI Cormac O’Brien, ignorant of the local lore and characters, is dependent upon longtime DS 
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Neely for context. The O’Reilly family is determined to point O’Brien in the direction of local veterinarian 
Dr. Wilde, due to longstanding family grudges. Alerted to the situation by a friend and former police 
officer, Wilde’s daughter Dimpna, also a veterinarian, reluctantly returns home after a long absence to 
find her father not only a suspect in a murder, but also sadly losing his memory and incapable of 
maintaining his practice. She steps into his practice and the murder investigation. Cormac and Dimpna 
navigate the clues and uncover answers to long held secrets. 
 
Signal Fires by Dani Shapiro 
Knopf (October 18, 2022) 240 pages. 
Signal Fires opens on a summer night in 1985. Three teenagers have been drinking. One of them gets 
behind the wheel of a car, and, in an instant, everything on Division Street changes. Each of their lives, 
and that of Ben Wilf, a young doctor who arrives on the scene, is shattered. For the Wilf family, the 
circumstances of that fatal accident will become the deepest kind of secret, one so dangerous it can 
never be spoken. On Division Street, time has moved on. When the Shenkmans arrive—a young couple 
expecting a baby boy—it is as if the accident never happened. But when Waldo, the Shenkmans’ 
brilliant, lonely son who marvels at the beauty of the world and has a native ability to find connections 
in everything, befriends Dr. Wilf, now retired and struggling with his wife’s decline, past events come 
hurtling back in ways no one could ever have foreseen. In Dani Shapiro’s first work of fiction in fifteen 
years, she returns to the form that launched her career, with a riveting, deeply felt novel that examines 
the ties that bind families together—and the secrets that can break them apart. Signal Fires is a work of 
haunting beauty by a masterly storyteller. 
 
The Spare Man by Mary Robinette Kowal 
Tor Books (October 11, 2022) 368 pages. 
Tesla Crane, a brilliant inventor and an heiress, is on her honeymoon on an interplanetary space liner, 
cruising between the Moon and Mars. She’s traveling incognito and is reveling in her anonymity. Then 
someone is murdered and the festering chowderheads who run security have the audacity to arrest her 
spouse. Armed with banter, martinis and her small service dog, Tesla is determined to solve the crime so 
that the newlyweds can get back to canoodling—and keep the real killer from striking again. 
 
Hester by Laurie Lico Albanese 
St. Martin's Press (October 4, 2022) 336 pages. 
Isobel Gamble is a young seamstress carrying generations of secrets when she sets sail from Scotland in 
the early 1800s with her husband, Edward. An apothecary who has fallen under the spell of opium, his 
pile of debts have forced them to flee Glasgow for a fresh start in the New World. But only days after 
they've arrived in Salem, Edward abruptly joins a departing ship as a medic––leaving Isobel penniless 
and alone in a strange country, forced to make her way by any means possible. When she meets a young 
Nathaniel Hawthorne, the two are instantly drawn to each other: he is a man haunted by his ancestors, 
who sent innocent women to the gallows––while she is an unusually gifted needleworker, troubled by 
her own strange talents. As the weeks pass and Edward's safe return grows increasingly unlikely, 
Nathaniel and Isobel grow closer and closer. Together, they are a muse and a dark storyteller; the 
enchanter and the enchanted. But which is which? 
 
Poster Girl by Veronica Roth 
William Morrow (October 18, 2022) 288 pages. 
WHAT'S RIGHT IS RIGHT. Sonya Kantor knows this slogan—she lived by it for most of her life. For 
decades, everyone in the Seattle-Portland megalopolis lived under it, as well as constant surveillance in 
the form of the Insight, an ocular implant that tracked every word and every action, rewarding or 
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punishing by a rigid moral code set forth by the Delegation. Then there was a revolution. The Delegation 
fell. Its most valuable members were locked in the Aperture, a prison on the outskirts of the city. And 
everyone else, now free from the Insight’s monitoring, went on with their lives. Sonya, former poster girl 
for the Delegation, has been imprisoned for ten years when an old enemy comes to her with a deal: find 
a missing girl who was stolen from her parents by the old regime, and earn her freedom. The path Sonya 
takes to find the child will lead her through an unfamiliar, crooked post-Delegation world where she 
finds herself digging deeper into the past—and her family’s dark secrets—than she ever wanted to. 
 
The Storyteller's Death by Ann Dávila Cardinal 
Sourcebooks Landmark (October 4, 2022) 336 pages. 
There was always an old woman dying in the back room of her family's house when Isla was a child...Isla 
Larsen Sanchez's life begins to unravel when her father passes away. Instead of being comforted at 
home in New Jersey, her mother starts leaving her in Puerto Rico with her grandmother and great-aunt 
each summer like a piece of forgotten luggage. When Isla turns eighteen, her grandmother, a great 
storyteller, dies. It is then that Isla discovers she has a gift passed down through her family's cuentistas. 
The tales of dead family storytellers are brought back to life, replaying themselves over and over in front 
of her. At first, Isla is enchanted by this connection to the Sanchez cuentistas. But when Isla has a vision 
of an old murder mystery, she realizes that if she can't solve it to make the loop end, these seemingly 
harmless stories could cost Isla her life. 
 
Lavender House by Lev AC Rosen 
Forge Books (October 18, 2022) 288 pages. 
Lavender House, 1952: the family seat of recently deceased matriarch Irene Lamontaine, head of the 
famous Lamontaine soap empire. Irene’s recipes for her signature scents are a well guarded secret―but 
it's not the only one behind these gates. This estate offers a unique freedom, where none of the 
residents or staff hide who they are. But to keep their secret, they've needed to keep others out. And 
now they're worried they're keeping a murderer in. Irene’s widow hires Evander Mills to uncover the 
truth behind her mysterious death. Andy, recently fired from the San Francisco police after being caught 
in a raid on a gay bar, is happy to accept―his calendar is wide open. And his secret is the kind of secret 
the Lamontaines understand. Andy had never imagined a world like Lavender House. He's seduced by 
the safety and freedom found behind its gates, where a queer family lives honestly and openly. But that 
honesty doesn't extend to everything, and he quickly finds himself a pawn in a family game of old 
money, subterfuge, and jealousy―and Irene’s death is only the beginning. When your existence is a 
crime, everything you do is criminal, and the gates of Lavender House can’t lock out the real world 
forever. Running a soap empire can be a dirty business. 
 
Little Eve by Catriona Ward 
Tor Nightfire (October 11, 2022) 288 pages. 
On the wind-battered isle of Altnaharra, off the wildest coast of Scotland, a clan prepares to bring about 
the end of the world and its imminent rebirth. The Adder is coming and one of their number will inherit 
its powers. They all want the honor, but young Eve is willing to do anything for the distinction. A 
reckoning beyond Eve’s imagination begins when Chief Inspector Black arrives to investigate a brutal 
murder and their sacred ceremony goes terribly wrong. And soon all the secrets of Altnaharra will be 
uncovered. 
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The Socialite's Guide to Murder by S. K. Golden (Pinnacle Hotel Mystery, Book 1) 
Crooked Lane Books (October 11, 2022) 320 pages. 
It’s 1958 and Evelyn Elizabeth Grace Murphy has not left the Pinnacle Hotel in fourteen months. She 
suffers from agoraphobia, and what’s more, it’s her father’s hotel, and everything she needs is there. 
Evelyn’s always been good at finding things, she discovered her mother dead in a Manhattan alleyway 
fifteen years earlier. Now she’s finding trouble inside her sanctuary. At a party for artist Billie Bell, his 
newest work is stolen, and Evelyn’s fake boyfriend (and real best friend), movie star Henry Fox, is 
accused of the theft. But just as Evelyn sets out to prove Henry’s innocence, she finds Billie Bell dead. 
The murder weapon links the crime to the hotel’s chief of security. But why would he use a knife with 
his initials on the handle? With her beloved home in disarray, Evelyn joins up with hotel employee (and 
her secret crush) Mac Cooper to get to the bottom of the case. As Mac picks locks and Evelyn snoops 
around the hotel, they discover the walls around them contain more secrets than they previously knew. 
Now, Evelyn must force herself to leave the hotel to follow the clues—but when she and Mac set off to 
chase a lead, their car crashes and they barely escape with their lives. Someone snipped Evelyn’s brake 
lines, and now the stakes have become dangerously high. Evelyn’s knack for sleuthing—and her playful 
imagination—are always hard at work, and she throws an elaborate party at the hotel where every 
guest is a suspect. But will the killer emerge from the glamorous lineup? If not, Evelyn just might find 
herself…next in line for murder. 
 
Surrender: 40 Songs, One Story by Bono 
Knopf (November 1, 2022) 576 pages. 
“When I started to write this book, I was hoping to draw in detail what I’d previously only sketched in 
songs. The people, places, and possibilities in my life. Surrender is a word freighted with meaning for 
me. Growing up in Ireland in the seventies with my fists up (musically speaking), it was not a natural 
concept. A word I only circled until I gathered my thoughts for the book. I am still grappling with this 
most humbling of commands. In the band, in my marriage, in my faith, in my life as an activist. 
Surrender is the story of one pilgrim’s lack of progress ... With a fair amount of fun along the way.” —
Bono. As one of the music world’s most iconic artists and the cofounder of the organizations ONE and 
(RED), Bono’s career has been written about extensively. But in Surrender, it’s Bono who picks up the 
pen, writing for the first time about his remarkable life and those he has shared it with. In his unique 
voice, Bono takes us from his early days growing up in Dublin, including the sudden loss of his mother 
when he was fourteen, to U2’s unlikely journey to become one of the world’s most influential rock 
bands, to his more than twenty years of activism dedicated to the fight against AIDS and extreme 
poverty. Writing with candor, self-reflection, and humor, Bono opens the aperture on his life—and the 
family, friends, and faith that have sustained, challenged, and shaped him. Surrender’s subtitle, 40 
Songs, One Story, is a nod to the book’s forty chapters, which are each named after a U2 song. Bono has 
also created forty original drawings for Surrender, which appear throughout the book. 
 

 
Book descriptions provided by publishers.  
Neenah Public Library 
neenahlibrary.org/thenextchapter 
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